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ABSTRACT
While Artificial Intelligence (AI) has become part of our daily lives,
there are emerging expectations for these AI systems to (1) reason over human factors with humans-in-the-loop (2) adapt to the
changing environment or requirement in the real world. To achieve
this goal, an agent must first incorporate emotions in its decisionmaking. Further, the agent must be capable of interpreting normative information from expressed emotions. Specifically, expressed
emotions as information enable inference of non-observable mental
states [16]. Furthermore, the agent must consider human values
and preferences. The research presented here proposes an agent
architecture to accommodate these factors.

Figure 1: Real-world multiagent system

as sanctions and social norms themselves. Social norms regulate
behaviors [10, 14] in an agent society, but agents have the capability to deviate from norms in certain contexts. While introduced
to multiagent systems , social norms act as societal principles or
behavioral constraints that regulate agent behaviors within MAS
by measuring our perceived psychological distance [1, 3, 9]. Norms
either are established or revised in a top-down manner or emerge
in a bottom-up manner [6, 10]. Norms from the top-down approach,
such as laws, are defined by a centralized authority. Conversely,
norms can also emerge from the bottom up via agent interactions.
In both approaches, norms and the environment can change over
time and bring out the problem of adaptability. By regulating agent
interactions, norms facilitate coordination in MAS. To reduce human interventions, adaptation for AI systems becomes necessary.
Including both norms and emotions helps us to build explainable
and trustworthy AI.
Sanctions, the reactions to norm satisfaction or norm violation,
have guided research on norms for a long time. Current research on
norms focuses on how sanctioning shapes agents’ behaviors. Sanctions in the real world are often more subtle than mere rewards
or punishments [7]. In particular, verbal messages or expressed
emotions also serve as sanctions. Therefore, we investigate our
first research question: How does emotional response to agent interactions affect norm emergence? We included emotions in the
normative reasoning process, which evaluates and decides whether
to comply or violate norms. Furthermore, explicit messages or emotional expressions can convey normative information. We then
brought out our second question: How does provide indirect information, e.g., emotion as information, influence norm emergence?
To address this question, we considered expressed emotions as information. To reduce human intervention and efforts, we investigate
whether reinforcement learning can accommodate reasoning about
cognitive constructs, emotions, and norms as our third research
question. We show that reinforcement learning has the potential
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INTRODUCTION

With advances in technology, Artificial Intelligence (AI) has become
part of our daily lives. Unlike the past, the software is no longer
limited to confined and isolated environments. Nowadays, software
interacts with its environment, each other, and humans [4]. Therefore, as in Figure 1, humans and AI then form a multi-agent system
(MAS). With humans-in-the-loop, there are emerging needs for
modern AI systems to consider human factors. Specifically, these
AI systems should reason over humans’ behaviors. Human values
help to explain behaviors and attitudes from a motivational basis
[11]. Human values and preferences define an individual’s intrinsic
motivation and dominate how this individual thinks and evaluates everything. AI that incorporates human values would be more
realistic and trustworthy.
While humans’ decision-making includes internal and external
attitudes, the other key factor in decision-making is emotions. Herbert Simon, a Nobel laureate, emphasized that general thinking
and problem-solving must incorporate the influence of emotions
[13]. Emotions, the responses to internal or external events or objects, provide extra information in communication and also serve
Proc. of the 21st International Conference on Autonomous Agents and Multiagent Systems
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to model norms and emotions via considering normative information as an intrinsic reward. While personal preference and values
guide behaviors, we investigate how social value orientation (SVO),
the preference over resource allocation between self and others,
influences normative behaviors in our current work.
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complexity. Specifically, after the norm fulfillment in Figure 2, the
emotion model appraises the compliance or violation of a norm
and triggers emotions. We simulate a line-up scenario and observe
that the triggered self-directed and other-directed emotions further
enforce norms compared to agents sanctioned by predefined norms.
Our findings indicate that incorporating emotions enables agents
to cooperate better than those who do not.

2.2

RQRL . How does reinforcement learning accommodate reasoning about cognitive constructs, emotions, and norms?
RQinformation . How does providing indirect information, e.g.,
emotion as information, influence norm emergence?
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To address these questions, we consider normative information
as belief rewards and apply belief reward shaping [5], a reward
augmentation framework that considers rewards from the environment and also from beliefs. We simulate a pandemic scenario and
find that (1) reinforcement learning can model norms and emotions,
(2) normative information from expressed emotions encourages
cooperation and enforce norms.
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Figure 2: Agent architecture, representing and reasoning
over beliefs, desires, intentions, emotions, and norms
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2.3

Ongoing Work

We investigate the following research question. RQSVO . How does
social value orientation influence the robustness of norms?
We include SVO into our agent framework to address this RQ.
We simulate a pandemic scenario with a selfish agent society and a
mixed agent society with four different kinds of SVOs: altruistic,
prosocial, individualistic, and competitive. In this scenario, agents
decide whether to wear masks based on their individual and SVO
when interacting with other agents. The results show that agents
in the mixed agent society receive higher social experience than
agents in the selfish agent society. In return, agents in the mixed
agent society have a higher tendency to sacrifice their preference
to achieve higher collective rewards. Another concern of agents
considering SVO, specifically competitive agents, may decrease the
harmony of a society.

AGENT ARCHITECTURE

To accommodate human factors, we propose an agent architecture
as Figure 2 that consists of three components: cognitive architecture,
world model, and social model.
In psychology, decision-making [12] is a cognitive process that
selects a belief or a series of actions based on values, preferences,
and beliefs to achieve specific goals. Our cognitive architecture
describes an agent’s beliefs, desires, intentions, and personal preferences. For the emotion model, we adopt the OCC model of emotions [8]. The world model describes the contexts in which an agent
stands and represents the agent’s general knowledge about the
world. The social model of an agent includes social values, normative reasoning, and norm fulfillment. Social values define standards
that individuals and groups employ to shape the form of social
order, e.g., fairness and justice. The normative-reasoning component of an agent reasons over observations, norms, and possible
outcomes of satisfying or violating norms. Norm fulfillment checks
if a norm has been fulfilled or violated with the selected action.
Sanctions may come after norm fulfillments or violations.

2.1

Expressed Emotions As Information

In our second study, we investigate the following research questions.

3

FUTURE WORK

While humans evaluate social norms based on their values or preferences, they accept exceptions. We hope to build agents that incorporate human values and are adaptive to changing environments
and evolving norms. Further, we will investigate how do explanations shape social norms. Specifically, what information to reveal
to persuade others for inevitable norm violation is what we aim to
investigate, which can be referred to as the communication component in Figure 2.

Expressed Emotions As Sanctions

In our first study [15], we investigate the following research question. RQemotion . How does modeling the emotional responses of
agents to the outcomes of interactions affect norm emergence and
social welfare in an agent society?
To address RQemotion , we refine the abstract normative emotional
agent architecture [2] and investigate how emotions enforce norms.
To make the problem tractable, we apply one social norm in our
evaluation and simplify the emotional expression to reduce the
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